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Luxury’s Outlook in China Is
Increasingly Uncertain
The long-term fundamentals of the all-important China market remain strong
but short-term headwinds mean luxury brands could face a challenging year
ahead.

The severity and unpredictability of zero-Covid measures imposed
during the latest wave of restrictions is likely to have a hangover effect
on how ready some shoppers are to splurge again on luxury. (Getty
Images)
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The global luxury industry may be enjoying a rebound from the pandemic but
growing uncertainty about the health of one of its most important markets
means brands and investors aren’t celebrating just yet.
On top of concerns about a looming global economic downturn, the luxury
goods sector is increasingly anxious about the outlook for the crucial China
market. Before the onset of Covid-19, the Chinese were luxury’s largest
consumer group by nationality, driving 33 percent of sales in 2019 — a share
that is expected to grow to 40 to 45 percent by 2025, according to consulting
firm Bain & Co.
Most of that spending used to happen abroad but travel disruptions associated
with the pandemic caused much of it to shift to China. The mainland’s share
of the global market grew from about 20 percent in 2020 to around 21 percent
in 2021. Bain predicts this growth to continue, putting the country on track to
become the world’s largest luxury goods market by geography by 2025,
regardless of future international travel patterns.
After a bumpy ride in the first year of the pandemic, the China market became
the saviour of the luxury goods industry last year, almost doubling in size
compared with 2019 levels to €60 billion ($60.2 billion), Bain estimates. But
now, with a highly transmissible subvariant of the virus putting President Xi
Jinping’s zero-Covid policy to the test, brands are feeling the impact on their
top lines.
Companies from Kering to Tapestry to Burberry reported that the strong sales
momentum China saw at the start of the year ground to a temporary halt as
strict lockdowns hit key cities, causing store closures and logistical
disruptions. How long sales in the market will remain dampened after this
latest wave of infections and restrictions is unclear.
Experts believe that the government’s zero-Covid policy is unlikely to change
before the Communist Party National Congress in November, where Xi is
expected to secure an unprecedented third five-year term in office. But that
policy is just one of many factors to consider.
While most brands seemed confident that the market would pick up again once
lockdowns lifted, a rebound to 2021 spending levels is also dependent on the
severity of future Covid infections, the strength of local and global
macroeconomic headwinds and the extent to which consumer confidence is
impacted by these factors.

To be clear, the long-term fundamentals of the all-important China market
remain strong, but how the next six to 12 months will play out remains more
of a debate among luxury industry analysts.

Short-Term Impact on Mid-Year Revenues
Though the situation remains fluid and new infections have been increasing in
recent days, most major cities that were severely impacted by lockdowns in
the spring have been gradually returning to daily life, said Iris Chan, partner
at consulting firm Digital Luxury Group.
“From that perspective, you should see a bit of ‘revenge spending’
happening,” she said. “The only caveat to that is if there’s a [Covid] case that
pops up, that area is shut down pretty quickly.”
As seen over April and May, lockdowns in key cities like Shanghai and
Beijing have a disproportionate impact on brand sales due to their status as
luxury shopping hubs. Beijing accounts for about 15 to 20 percent of luxury
sales in mainland China, while Shanghai drives about one third and houses
about 20 percent of luxury stores, according to HSBC research.
At Burberry, for example, 40 percent of distribution in the region was hit by
store closures or restricted hours in May. HSBC expects most brands will see
revenue from China down 25 percent in the second quarter, with retail sales
down 50 percent in May and 40 percent in April.
“What has been probably underestimated is the fact that it’s a disruption which
is more severe than the one we observed during the summer [last year],”
Kering chief financial officer Jean-Marc Duplaix said on a call with investors
in April. “During the summer, you had some restrictions in terms of traffic,
some moderation in terms of traffic. Here, we are coping with real lockdowns
with some heavy consequences for our Chinese clients and our Chinese
employees. So it’s fundamentally different.”
Not only do restrictions like these create volatility in demand, they also impact
logistics. Lockdowns in Shanghai injected fresh chaos into already disrupted
supply chains as most luxury brand warehouses are located in or near the city.
This had a ripple effect as far afield as Chengdu, according to Bernstein
analysts, and caused delays in the shipment of online orders. Indeed, some
brands are still trying to fulfil orders made up to four months ago that were
backed up due to the congestion.
Should there be no further lockdowns in key cities — though this assumption
is looking increasingly unlikely — it is probable sales of luxury goods will
bounce back sooner rather than later.

Once restrictions in Shanghai were lifted at the start of June, there was a
“tremendous pickup,” said HSBC global head of consumer and retail research
Erwan Rambourg, pointing to queues outside several luxury malls, including
Shanghai’s Plaza 66. Even if consumers are cautious about returning to stores
for fear of catching Covid or being forced to quarantine outside their homes,
online sales and remote selling should see a boost as logistical backlogs ease
up.
That said, continued restrictions across the country will mean domestic travel
will likely remain dampened. “The impact of that is mostly on luxury brands
that don’t really have a presence in those lower than first-tier cities,” said
Chan.
Provided that the most important shopping hub cities avoid further lockdowns,
sales momentum is expected to build in the third quarter, returning to last
year’s levels by the end of the year and going into the start of 2023, according
to Bain.
However, some analysts warn that 2021 may not be the best benchmark for
what normal is in China since the onset of the pandemic. “We do not think
industry growth will revert to the levels seen in the last two years, which have
been exceptional,” said Deutsche Bank equity research analyst Adam
Cochrane.
Richemont chief executive Johann Rupert was similarly cautious about
assuming the reopening of the Chinese economy would lead to an instant
boom in demand for luxury like the country experienced last year.
“We must expect that China’s re-emergence after lockdown will not be as
dramatic,” he said on a June call with investors. “It’s not doom and gloom,
it’s just saying for triple-digit growth, don’t think it’s going to be like we have
in the United States at the moment. They’re in a different period of the cycle
really,” he added.

Near-Term Uncertainty Dents Middle Class Confidence
Even with the recent easing of restrictions, the severity and unpredictability
of zero-Covid measures imposed during this latest wave is likely to have a
hangover effect on how ready some shoppers are to splurge again on luxury.
“The bullish view is that consumers have saved a lot during the lockdown
period and are now eager to spend,” said HSBC’s Rambourg. “The bearish
view would be that psychology is greatly affected.”

For many living in China, the latest round of restrictions has been significantly
more severe than those in 2020: food shortages, supply chain disruptions, and
concerns about the health of China’s economy left many feeling dispirited and
anxious. Younger, urban, middle-class consumers — a demographic driving
significant industry growth in mainland China — have been particularly
fearful for their financial stability.
“Savings and deposits are definitely at a high, and loans are at a low, so you’re
definitely seeing consumers conserve their funds and think a little bit more
about those larger spending,” said Chan. “They’re not spending as loudly as
they might have in the past.”
Yet some industry leaders remain optimistic that demand from consumers will
stay buoyant. Analysts at Bain say there are signs Chinese consumers are
returning to shop in anticipation of a fast recovery as soon as restrictions are
fully lifted, and social life has resumed.
“We’ve seen China being very resilient through Covid. Our consumer scores
there are some of the highest we have around the world,” said Ralph Lauren
chief financial and operating officer Jane Nielsen on a call with investors in
May.
Others are more cautious, citing the deteriorating picture in the Chinese
economy, including a looming real-estate debt crisis and stagflation. A
government crackdown on the tech industry and other sectors has left many
companies exposed to an uncertain operating environment, pushing them to
turn to mass layoffs — affecting mostly middle-class Chinese.
With China’s consumer confidence index in April at its weakest level since
records began, Chinese premier Li Keqiang saying the economy could
struggle to record positive growth in the current quarter and youth
unemployment rising, the luxury consumer cohort that will be
disproportionately affected is middle-income earners.
“For the high-net-worth [individuals], not much has changed … It’s that
middle class that has really been affected, not just because of Covid, but
because of regulations and policies,” said Chan. “That is going to be a
challenge in the sense that they were the biggest consumer group driving a lot
of the growth in luxury in the last several years.”
There is also the government’s “common prosperity” policy to consider, an
announcement last year which ostensibly aims to restrain “unreasonable
incomes” and expand the country’s middle class. So far, no legislation has
been announced, and no concrete steps have been outlined, but political
experts cite the possibility of tax rises for China’s higher earners. Until the

policy becomes clearer, this only adds to the climate of uncertainty in the local
luxury market.

The Spectre of Geopolitical Tensions in the Mid-Term
Tensions have been rising between China, Taiwan and Taiwan’s allies, like
the US, over China’s claim of sovereignty over the island. Though the
comparison is problematic in many ways, some have drawn parallels between
current China-Taiwan relations, and Russia-Ukraine relations before war
broke out between the latter two countries.
Should China choose to follow in Russia’s footsteps by taking military action
in Taiwan, the consequences could be disastrous for the global economy and
therefore the luxury sector. To be sure, experts currently predict this scenario
to be unlikely, but given how quickly tensions between Russia and Ukraine
escalated earlier this year, the possibility can’t be ruled out entirely.
“We see now with the Russian-Ukrainian war how fast markets can get out of
the balance,” said Daniel Langer, chief executive at luxury strategy firm
Equité and executive professor of luxury strategy at Pepperdine University in
the US. “In China, we’re not yet at that point, but you can see tensions
[between China and Taiwan, and between Beijing and Hong Kong],” he
continued. “There is a possibility that at some point, maybe for geopolitical
reasons, brands will be much more restricted to operate in China.”
Bernstein analysts view a Chinese invasion of Taiwan as improbable, but
“recognise a very significant downside if it materialises,” Luca Solca wrote in
a recent note, estimating it would see sales at luxury companies plummet
around 40 percent.
“A world with sanctions hitting China the same way as Russia today would
experience one of the sharpest recessions in history, similar to a [world war]
experience,” Solca wrote.

Cautious Optimism Pervades Long-Term Outlook
Barring the realisation of the worst-case scenario for a mid-term geopolitical
crisis, China will remain an incredibly important market for luxury goods
consumption in the long term despite the many short-term headwinds in both
the local and global economy.
“The consumer sentiment towards luxury brands hasn’t changed,” said Bain
partner Federica Levato. “They always see this market very positively, and
they strongly want to go back to buying [luxury] products.”

If anything, there is a danger that the industry has already become over-reliant
on China as a growth driver. As luxury brands double down on China while
preparing for economic headwinds, they should also work to unlock highpotential growth markets elsewhere as a more geographically diversified
business is important to spread risk.
Nevertheless, just as China has fueled much of the growth for the luxury
industry over the past decade, the market continues to represent significant
untapped opportunity in the decade ahead. Louis Vuitton, the largest brand by
sales globally, is estimated to be targeting less than 2 percent of the Chinese
population, and likely only counts one tenth of that small portion as current
customers, according to HSBC research.
“I don’t see any reason why the luxury market should not be very dynamic in
China and [continue to grow],” said Equité's Langer, adding, “China’s going
to remain a critical market for luxury brands — it’s just too sizeable.”
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